**Nigeria**

**PEOPLE ASSISTED**
Borno, Yobe and Adamawa States

---

**OPERATIONAL PROFILE**
by activity

---

**FUNDING**
Regional Emergency Operation 200777 (Nigeria Component)

- **2018 LEVEL 3 RESPONSE**
  - Net funding requirement: US$66.1m
  - Allocated Contributions: US$172.4m
  - Requirement: US$299.3m

- **Regional Special Operation 200634**
  - Cash Based Transfer
  - In-Kind Distribution
  - Cash Based Transfer + In-Kind
  - Partially Accessible LGA
  - Host In Reach (HI)

---

**WFP-LED AND SUPPORTED SECTORS**

- **Food Security and Livelihoods Sector**
  - Number of Partners: 62

- **Emergency Telecommunications Sector**
  - Number of Organizations Supported: 98

- **Logistics Sector**
  - Number of Organizations Supported: 37

---

**UN Humanitarian Air Service (UNHAS)**

- **Passengers Transported**
  - AUG: 5,368
  - SEPT: 5,201
  - OCT: 5,716

- **Organizations Served**
  - AUG: 87
  - SEPT: 64
  - OCT: 71

---

**WFP LEVEL 3 EMERGENCY**
SINCE 11 AUGUST 2016
For more information, see the SITUATION REPORT and COUNTRY BRIEF
www.wfp.org/countries/nigeria
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**WFP OPERATIONAL PRESENCE AND FOOD ASSISTANCE MODALITIES**

**Source:** WFP, 10 May 2018
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**Sources:** WFP, UNGWG, GAUL, GLCSC, OCHA, UNHCR.

The designations employed and the presentation of material in the maps are not to be interpreted as the expression of any opinion on the part of WFP concerning the legal or constitutional status of any country, territory, city or area or the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
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